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INTRODUCTION
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is defined as a tool that evaluates the
environmental burdens related to a product, activity, or process by
identifying and quantifying energy and materials used and wastes
released to assess their impacts and potential improvements. The
assessment includes the entire life cycle including the extraction and
processing of raw materials, manufacturing, transportation, distribution,
use, maintenance, recycling and final disposal.
The construction industry is a major source of pollution, responsible for
around 4% of emissions. In fact, a building causes environmental impacts
throughout its entire life cycle, ranging from the production and
procurement of the materials, to the demolition of the structure.
LCA makes it possible to improve a building's performance and decrease
its impacts.
e-LICCO is an easy and practical software specializing in the life cycle
assessment of buildings. Unlike any other software, e-LICCO consists of
2 interfaces, which are the pre-project and post-project stages. During the
pre-project stage, the user is given the possibility to enter the building
systems in hand and the general energy and water consumption and
production, which can then be transferred to the post-project stage where
they are modeled in detail and broken down into the smaller LCA
components. During the post-project stage, the user can also add details
to his design and sharpen its specifications.
This tutorial consists of a simplified case study giving the specifications
of a simple individual building in Spain, aiming at explaining how the
software generally works.

Introduction to e-Licco
Before logging in, you have the possibility to access the LCA, IMPACT
and TOOL sections of the homepage, which give further explanation
regarding Life Cycle Assessment, Cycleco’s mission and more
specifically e-LICCO’s utility and functionality.

After you have taken the time to explore and understand the
documentation on the homepage, you can login and begin with your
design.

Once you have logged in, you must create a new project.

As we have mentioned, e-LICCO gives the user the option to design in
pre-project, post-project, or both. However, it is always easier to work in
pre-project at first, because it allows you to choose your components at a
larger building system scale. The case study attached to this tutorial is

meant for pre-project. However, you may want to transfer it in postproject and add details for more practice.

PRE-PROJECT STAGE
Project Description
Once inside the pre-project stage, 4 steps present themselves. First of all,
you must fill out some specifications about the building, such as a
description of the functional unit, the construction players involved and
the different scenarios, if present.

Functional Unit

Construction players

Scenarios
You have the option to create several scenarios for the same project. This
can help you compare different possibilities and optimize the design.

MODELING
Following the project description, you can begin modeling your building.
In the pre-project stage, you enter the building systems, which are
grouped according to their nature and functionalities and the consumption
and production during the use phase.

Building Systems

Use phase

Other steps
The other steps generally contribute to a lesser extent and are estimated
by the software according to integrated databases and calculations.

Results
The results depict the emissions and environmental impacts of the
building, based on the model you created. The results can be displayed as
tables or as graphs, and the impact categories can be picked manually.

Transfer
After you have finished the pre-project stage, you can transfer your
design to the post-project stage.

POST-PROJECT STAGE
Modeling
The modeling options in the post-project stage are much more detailed
and cover all the stages of Life Cycle Assessment.

Materials
You can enter the materials grouped in work packages.

Implementation
In the Implementation menu, you can specify the construction site
consumption and waste, as well as the employees and materials
transportation, which are usually determined automatically by the
software according to the pre-project stage.

Use Phase
The use phase focuses on the impacts of the building during its life span.
During this stage, the user determines the consumption, production,
environmental footprint and materials replacement of the building.

End of life
The End of life specifications consist of “Waste transportation and
treatment” and “Demolition”. These values are also determined by the
software, but can be edited by the user.

Results
Overview
Similarly to the Pre-project stage, the results can be displayed as tables or
graphs, and the impact categories can be picked. Also, different levels of
detail and grouping exist.

Detailed view
The detailed view is another distinguished results display
option.

The user can view the emissions for each material or service
involved in his design at any level of detail. For instance, the
figure above gives a value for the overall emissions of CO2,
where as the figure below gives the emissions cause by truck
transport.

e-LICCO gives you varied options when it comes to results.
First of all, you can choose from the list of impact categories.

You can then pick how you wish the unit of the values
displayed.

Percentage indicates the relative percentage of emissions caused
by the material or service compared to the totality of the
emissions (100%).

Absolute value gives the net amount as shown in the previous
figures.
M2 SHAB and m2 SHAB per year indicate the amount of
emissions per m2 of habitable surface and per m2 of habitable
surface per year respectively. Generally, the habitable surface is
taken to be the total measured internal surface area.

The user can export the results in excel format by clicking the
download button.

The excel sheet displays the emission, the category, the material
and the service involved.

Case Study
Pre-Project
Modeling
Building Systems
Building superstructure and envelope
• Brick wall + exterior insulation + coating:
- Cement coating
- Polystyrene insulation (2 to 3 cm)
- 176.12 m2
• Inaccessible reinforced concrete flat roof:
- Extruded polystyrene insulation (4 cm)
- Reinforced concrete slab (25 cm)
- 63.89 m2
• Plain wooden door:
- 1.74 m2
• Aluminum joinery window and glazed door:
- Double glazing
- 9.74 m2
• Breeze block wall:
- 10 cm thick breeze blocks and armature
- 107.79 m2
• Reinforced concrete flooring + screed:
- Reinforced concrete (15 to 35 cm)
- Cement screed (1 to 15 cm)
- 57.49 m2
• Inaccessible reinforced concrete flat roof:
- Extruded polystyrene insulation (4 cm)
- Reinforced concrete slab (16 to 25 cm)
- 63.89 m2
Building foundations and infrastructure
• Reinforced concrete wall + insulation:
- Reinforce concrete wall (25 cm)
- Expanded polystyrene insulation (3 cm)
- 6.39 m2
• Raw reinforced concrete wall:
- Reinforced concrete (16 to 25 cm)

- 102.55 m2
Fluids and systems
• Gas boiler house including gas-fired boiler, gas supply and smoke
exhaust ducts – Single family house:
- 28 kW installed
• Single air flow ventilation – Dwelling:
- Unknown single air flow ventilation
- 107.6 m2
• Radiators for tertiary buildings using the shared network:
- 107.6 m2
Use Phase
Building Consumption
• Water consumption:
- 90 L
• Electricity consumption:
- 41.9 to 49.1 kWh
Building Footprint
- 222 m2
- Building constructed in urban area

Case Study based on “Life cycle assessment in buildings: State-of-the-art
and simplified LCA methodology as a complement for building
certification” (Bribian, Uson, Scarpellini)

